
ON THE STUDY O F  UKRAN SOCIAL MOVEMENTS 

Introduction 

The aim of this article is to initiate a discussion of the recent series 
of studies of 'urbnn social movcments'. These studies share a common 
conceptual framework which is derived from a 'struct~~ralist' rcading of 
Marx and is set out in a preliminary form by M. Castells in La Q~testioiz 
Urbaine. This framewnrk marks a break with the angla-saxon tradition of 
'participation' studies which are charactcrized by a focus on tlle individual 
and his menlbership of, or participation in, a smaiier or grearer varicty 
of 'voluntaty associations' and other groupings.' Within t l~is  tradition large- 
scale survey studies are carried out to cstahlish the degrcr of 'participa- 
tion', as opposed to the extent of 'anomie' of the population. The social 
implications of organizational membership art: irrjerred, not studied expli- 
citly. Thus membership may bc secn as entailing participation in decision- 
making, in so far as the organization has an informal or formal position 
in the local social structure, or on the other hand, as facilitating tht: acqui- 
sition of skills and democratic values which encorlrage political activity in 
other contexts. What has heen lacking within the 'participation' tradition 
is any intensive study oi voluntary associations and other groupings to 
establish empirically (rathcr than hy inference) what functions member- 
ship has. 

Conversely, studies within the 'urban social movements' approach, 

1. See Picltrance (1974) for a d~scussion of this tradition. 
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firstly, de-emphasize the Jorm of the organization in which 'participation' 
takes place2 and view organization primarily as a means by which con- 
tradictions are linked, and, secondly, stress the effectr or otherwise of the 
movement. These points mill he discussed hricfly, in turn. 

Organizations, according to Castells (1972:341) are precisely the wrong 
starting-point for studies of urban social movements. l l i s  does not mean 
that concrete organizations, or, as As11 (1972:2) would call them, 'rnove- 
ment organizations', can he ignored. On the contrary, as the studies to be 
discussed wiU indicate, concrete movement organizations arc the locus of 
obseruation. The point is that they are not the frame of analysis. The 
focus of analysis is rather on the 'problems', 'issues' or 'stakes' the orga- 
nization pursues and their structural determination. I t  is the structural con- 
tradictions which arc the crucial level of analysis, and organizations are 
seen as means for their expression and articulation. Thus the point is 
that organizations cannot be analysed without reference to these functions, 
noi that organizations are unimportant. In this respect, the 'urban social 
movements' approach is opposed to the 'participation' approach for which 
the analysis of organizations snd their resources is an important focus of 
analysis, which we will return to in section 4. 

The emphasis on 'effects' is part of the definition of urban social move- 
ments. which must now he brieflv examined since it is the sonrce of some 
ambiguity. An urban social movement is defined as: 

<a system of practices resulting from the articulation of a con- 
juncture of the system of urban agents with other social practices, 
such that its development tends objectively towards the structurai 
transformation of the urban system, or towards a substantial change 
in the balance of power in the class struggle, that is to say, in the 
power of the State.n (Castelis, 1972:329.) 

The important point about this definition is that it defines urhan social 
movements by a specific type of effect. I t  foliows that when these effects 
are not obtained (o, to be precise, when the 'objective development' of 
the organization would not lead to such effects), then the description 'ur- 
ban social movement' is not appliable. For this reason Castells identifies 
two lower levels of effect, namely, 'rejorm', i.e., change in an element of 

2. This is evident from a perusal of any of the studies to be discussed, aThe 
genesis oi orpanization is not the concem of an analysis of social movements, for 
only their effects are of impartance.~ (Castells, 1972:?39. N. B. AU translntions ate 
my own.) I n  section 4 I shaii argue rhat thr resources available to an organization 
affcct both its survival and success. 
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h e  urban system without any change in its interna1 relations, and 'con- 
trol', i.e. the reproduction of the urhan system. When these levels of 
effect result, the correspondign types of organization are describcd as 'pro- 
test' and 'participation', respectively. Thus, according to the effects achie- 
ved an organization can he placed on the scale: 'participation', 'protest', 
'urban social movement'. Castells argues that an organization where the 
contradictions involved are purely 'urban', (i.e., concerned with the spatial 
unit of the rcproduction of the labour force (see Castells, 1972:295-304) 
e.g. issues such as hausing, education, and collective facilities), and not 
linked to tre 'political' or 'economic' aspects of class struggle, can at most 
be un 'instrument of reform' (1972:340). I t  is only when an urban social 
movement unites economic or political contradictions with urban contra- 
dictions, that the tetm in its strict sense can be said to apply. 

In the studies to be discussed urhan social movements are not 
linked to trade unions or political parties. However we shall follow the 
practice they adopt and use the term urban social movement irrespective of 
thc level of effects. 

There is also an ambiguity in the use of the term 'effect'. We shall 
follow Olives (1972) and refer to urban effects as those urban objectives 
which have been successfuily achieved, rather than Lendn (1973) who 
includes both failures and successes. (A similar difference can be seen in 
the treatment of 'politicai effects'.) 

We can now proceed to analyse a number of features of recent 'struc- 
turalist' studies of urban social movements in France. Our discussion will 
be in four parts: 

(1) The identification of urban effects. 
(2) Local authorities and urhan effects. 
(1) Institutionai action and urban effects. 
(4  Organizational resources and uthan effects. 
My aim is not to question the usefulness of the structuralist Marxist 

approach noc to attempt a £ull-scale ccitique of the studies so far carried 
out, but simply to indicate several fields which deserve further cultivation. 

(1) The identification o/ urban effects 

To talk about the effects of a movement organization (or 'system of 
practiccs') is to imply that an antecedent event causes a suhsequent event, 
e.g., that a petition against eviction causes a decision to rehouse the tenants 
concerned, by an authority. 

In ordcr to make a causal inference of this sort it is necessary but not 
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sufficient that the nvo events occur in a given temporal order. To esta- 
blish tbe existence of a causal relation we need additional evidence. Scrictly 
speaking, if we foilow Rlalock's analysis of causality, it is never possible 
to observe causality, since it is a notion helonging to a thcorctical rather 
than an obscrvational language. (Blalock, 1964: chaps. 1 and 2.) In other 
words we can never have eniirely satisfactory evidcncc of causality. But 
causal infevence requires two types of evidence: evidence about temporal 
order, and evidence about the perceptions of the relevant actors. (These 
correspond to Weber's requirements of causal adequacy and adrquacy at 
the level of meaning for sociological understanding. Sce Weber, 1947: 
98-100). 

The argument I wish to aclvance is that thc structuralist studies of 
urban social movements frequently fail to offer both types of evidence. 
I n  particular they emphasize the action of the movenzent organiration ut 
the expcnse o/ the nction of the 'authoriry'. 

There would appear to he two reasons for this bias. The first is practi- 
cai; the second is theoretical. 

The prsctical reasun derives from the diifering ~ccessibilit~ of move- 
ment organizations and 'authorities' to the research-worker. Movement 
organizations are more easily penetrated by thc rcscarch-worker and it is 
natural that the information gathered on them wiU he cortespondingly 
richer. This greater arrcssibility facilitates the understanding of the suh- 
jective meaning of action to the actors, and enahles it to he correctly 
characterized as a particular type of 'action' rather than as 'behaviour', to 
follow Weher's distinction. (Weber, 1947:88-90.) Participant observation 
in movement organizations also enahles action to he ohserved as it takes 
place and thereby avoids reliance on accounts by participants given after 
the event in respnsc to interviewing. 

The acccssibility of movement organizations carries with it a risk for 
the research-worker. Namely, that he comes to identify with the organi- 
zation and its aims, and thus loses his ability to present a mare complete 
analysis. I n  particular, I snggest, there is a danger that the research-worker 
tends to  attvibute too much causal influencc to  thc actioizs o f  the noue- 
ment organization and insufficient influence to  rhe actions o/ the autho- 
rity. Hir inferences ahotrt caute and effect ihrrs beconze 'movement-cen- 
tved' because of  his involuernent in the movement ovganization. 

For example, Lentin describes the attempts by local residents to pre- 
vent the construction of a new building in an old quarter of Paris, and 
the 'institutional npproaches' they made, (c.g., a written question to the 
Prefet of Paris, sent via municipal councillors, an interview with the dépu- 
té maire.) She thrn continues: 
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'The retort was nat long in coming: a new building permit was 
issued, this time accompanied by an agreement from the Ministry of 
Cultural Afairs.' (1973:97) 

The fact that tbe word retort is used indicates the way in which 
(negative) causal influence is attributed to the movement organization. The 
fact that thc permit was issued after the 'institutional approaches' may, 
rather, have been a coincidcnce. For examplc, the pressure by the deve- 
lopers, which Lentin alludes to, may have been continuing for sonle &e. 

This leads us to a second and theoretical reason which could account 
{or the emphasis placcd on the actions of rhe movernent organization at 
the expense of the actions of the authority. Narnely, rhe theoretical as- 
sumptions made about 'authorities' within the sttuctural Marxist approach. 
As will be indicated in more detail in the next section, it is taken as 
axiomatic within this approach that authorities wiii not @ant changes 
which threaten the stability of the mode of production. But, as we saw 
earlier, purcly urban social movements are not considered to be capable 
of provoking changes of this scale and the empirical studies beat this out. 
I t  appears to me that a different theoretical assumption is also heing 
made, namely, tliat 'authorities' wiU not grant concessions of any scale 
without tbe intervention of social movements. This assumption, if indeed 
it is being made, is highly dehatablc, and, in any case, does nat foilow 
from the axiom just mentioned. Thus, I suggest, acceptance of the assump- 
tion that 'authorities' will grant nu concessions at all unless forced to  by 
social movements is a second possible explanntion of the mouement-centred 
inferences aborrt cause and effect. 

In order to identify the causes of urhan effects more accurately it 
would seem necessary: 
- to be aware of the rislts of ovcr-involvement in movement organiza- 

tions, and 
- to examine the assumptions being made about the role of authorities 

as causes of ehenge. This rcquires empirical s tudy of the authorities. 
I t  is to this subjec that we now turn. 

( 2 )  Local authoriiies and urban effects 
, . .  

The relative roles of the State and urban social movements in pro- 
ducing urban effects sre speued out by Castells as foiiows: 

<<If it  is true that the State expresses, in the last instance and 

349 
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through the nccessary mediations, the overall interests of the domi- 
nant classes, urban planning cannot be an instrument o£ social change, 
but of domination, integration and regulation of contradictions. 

aA process of social change starting from this new field of urban 
contradictions occurs when, on the basis of these themes, popular 
mobilization takes place, social interests are translated into political 
will and other forms of organization of collective consumption, in 
contradiction with the dominant social logic, are put into place. Thus 
it is urban social rnouetnents and not plannirrg institutions tuhicb 
are the true sorrrces of change and innovation in the c i t y . ~  (1973: 
IS, 19)  

These two quotations identify urban planning, on the one band, and 
urhan social movements, on the other, with the functions o£ control and 
innovation, respectively. They derive from a specifically Marxist view of 
the State, and it is this view which requires examination. The two quo- 
tations contain a slight ambiguity, namely, as to whether the 'social 
change' which authorities seek to control refers only to major changes, or 
whether it also refers to minor changes. We shall assume the latter inter- 
pretation is correct, and therefore that even smali changes can only he 
brought about by social movements. This certainly seems to be the assump- 
tion of the empirical studies of urban social movements. 

I n  this section our aim is to argue that governmental institutions 
cannot he dismissed as souxces of minor changes, and to this extent must 
be treated as sources of urhan effects in the same way as social move- 
ments. In other words that the role of authorities in initiating changes is 
an empirical question requiring analysis of policy-formation within govern- 
mental institutions. 

In the previous section we argued that the inaccessibility of authorities 
to the research-worker was one practica1 reason for their neglect as sour- 
ces of urban effects. I t  is only hy stndying processes of policy-forn~ation 
within authorities (i.e. establishing their degree of autonomy) thai one 
can correctly estimate the relative importance of social movements, on the 
one hand, and factors interna1 to the State, on the other. 

One stndy which does attempt to consider policy-making is thai by 
Dearlove (1973) which concerns the London borough of Kensington and 
Chelsea. H e  sbows that pressure groups are evaluated hy the local autho- 
rity in terms of three factors: their imagen ('helpful' or 'unhelpfui'), the 
demands they advance (conforming or conflicting with existing policy and 
resource allocation) and their style of action (communication via local coun- 
cillors, petitions, usc of local press, demonstrations, etc.) (Dearlove, 1973: 
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chap. 8) He suggests that the most successful pressure groups are those 
which are perceived as 'helpful', those whose demands conform to council 
policy, and those who adopt 'acceptable' modes of action. Unfortunately 
his conclusions are based on interviews with councillors on policy-making 
in general rather than on a detniled analysis of the formation of specific 
policies which would enable his argument about the relative success of 
aferent prcssure groups to he tested. Thus he docs not succeed in de- 
monstrating the authority's autonomy in dealing with pressure groups. 
However the councillor's perceptions he repports are consistent with the 
existence of such autonomy. (I t  may also be noted that mass support was 
not a criterion by which pressure groups were evaluated.) 

A second study concerning an urban social movement whose success 
is explicitly relatcd by the author to pressures internal to the local autho- 
dty is that by Ferris (1972) carried out in the London borough of Is- 
lington. The study shows, inter alia, how the Barnsbury Association, an 
organization of ncwly-arrived middle-class owner-occupiers concerned over 
the threat to the amenity value of the area posed by council rcdcvclopmcnt 
pians, propos~s and is successful in getting approved a 'traffic management 
scheme' by which traffic is muted around the area. (The majority of the 
population, long-established tenants, opposed the traffic schemc which 
they saw as irrelevant to their needs, and through another organization, 
the Barnsbury Action Group, sought to improve their own housing con- 
ditions, if necessary through council redevelopment.) The traffic scheme 
was not accepted without considerable effort by the Association. This in- 
cluded getting Association members clectcd as local councillors and putting 
pressure on the local authority in this way. However thc important point 
for present purposes is that the Barnsbury Association's traffic proposals 
fitted in with central gouerntnent policy which was 'to change local autho- 
rity attitudes towards large redevelopment projects' since the lattcr were 
very costly in terns of public funds, and to encourage 'ways o£ upgrading 
esisting environments ... [by applying] Buchanan's ideas on traffic, and 
improving older housing where possible.' (Ferris, 1972:66.) I t  seems un- 
likely that tbe Association would have been successful without the favou- 
rable 'policy environment' of central government. Thus the 'urban effect' 
obtained was the result of the movement organization and factors internal 
to the authority.) 

Ferris's study is unusual in that it does examine factors other than 

3. Admittedly the ueffectn posed no thtcat to the urhan system: it was favoured 
by property developers sincc it raised property values, but opposed by the local 
authodty for financial reasons. 



social movements in producing urban effects. Dearlove, as uTe have seen, 
suggests that councillor's perceptions of pressure groups arc rclevant to 
council policy. Cherki has argued that 'wherever the risks of mobilization, 
of further squatting, of political development, are limited ... squatting is 
tolerated' (1973:85). Presumably this correlation can be traced back to 
the local authority's perception of the (limited) challenge to itself, in sueh 
cascs. 

The importance of pressure other than that by social rnovernents is 
hinted at in two other studies. Pingeot and Robert, in their study of a 
movement against a proposa1 to expand an airport, write that the major 
part of the struggle in the second (nnd decisive) phase 'no longer took 
place in public (in the street and in the press) but in the corridors of Pre. 
fectorates and Ministries' (1973:137), where 'rhe pressure hrought to bear 
is a direct reflection of the place of each of the protagonists in the social 
structnre' (1973:141). Similarly, Lentin, argues that the decision to issue 
o huilding permit 'invites us to suppose the supremacy of one ministry 
over anothcr, reflecting the strength of the pressure group constituted by 
the property developers over the bearers o£ urban ideology, re~resentcd by 
the Ministry of Cultural Affairs'. (1971:97.) 

Thus in all these cases it is accepted that urban social movements are 
not the exclusive sourccs of (small) chnngcs, and thst their demands are 
perceived by the authorities and balanced against their own policy pre- 
ferences and against the pressures of other urban actors. l t  is only when 
uurhoriries rhernselves are rnade the strbject of study, adrtzittedly a difficult 
requirement to  meet, that it will be possible to  attributc 'urban effects' to 
the actiuns of urban social movements, authority policy, and other urban 
actors ( e . ~ .  property developers, other levels of authority, etc.4) 

(3) Institutional action and urhan effecrs 

A reading of the structuralist studies of urban social movements in 
France makes clear the emphasis on the role of 'popular mobilization' and 
'non-institutional' means in achieving urban effects. Ry contrast, 'institu- 
tional' action in de-emphasized. Thus, for example, Lentin writes that the 
issuing of a building permit despite the approaches of local residents 'shows 
rhe limits of institutional action' (1973:97). But, as mentioned hefore, 

4. The distinction betwecn urban social movements, athority policy and nther 
urban actors is unsatisfa~tor~, since, for cxarnplc, aurhority pi~licy itsrlf wiii be 
pardy a response to pressure from previvus social rno\rrrnents ( e g  for puhlic housing) 
and othet utban actors. 
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Lentin herself refers to the pressure of the property developers, which 
would appear to be an altemative explanation of the residents' 'failure'. 
In other words, her characterization of the 'failure' indicates a certain atti- 
tude to 'institutional action'. 

It is worth noting here that the term 'institutional action' is somewhat 
arnbiguous, since the concept 'institution' is itself open to various inter- 
pretations. I t  will be assumed here that 'institutional action' is action 
which takes place within cxisting political institutions (e.g. voting, petitions 
tn local councillors, deputations, legal demonstrations, or the formation uf 
legal political parties) or within the iraiue~~rork of the law. 'Non-institu- 
tional' action thus includes iilegal action (violent demonstrations, 'direct 
actiun') and the formation of illegal yoli~ical parties. Mohilization carnot 
itself he said to he institutional or otherwise; this depends on the forns 
which it takes. 

The question we need to ask is whether 'popular mobilization' is in 
fact the only successful mode of political action. The study by Olives 
(f972) is particularly helpful in answering this question. Olives discusses 
16 urban social movements in the 'Citt- d'Aliarte' in Paris. In nine cases 
(Nos. 1, 3-10 the objectives sought are at least partly nttained.s In the 
remaining scvcn cases (Nos. 2, 11-16) failures result. 

In 011 but nvo of the nine cascs, the clements organization, mohiliza- 
tion, social base and 'strong' s t~kes  were present. I n  other words these 
seven cases correspond to the idea of political action through mobilization. 
It will be instructive to examine the two exccptions to this rule. They are 
cases 7 and 8. 

In case 8 an immigrant urelfare association used petitions to secure 
adequate rehousing for immigrants threatened with eviction. This apparent 
success does not fit in with the idea of change through mobilization. I t  
corresponds to the poliiiral eifect described as 'social integration (pater- 
nalism)' by Castells (Olives, 1972:16). In case 7 the same welfare asso- 
ciation again succeeded in obtaining 'adequate rehousing' for immigrants 
threatened with eviction; a 'local political organization' was also involved. 
(The corresponding political effect here is described as ur oli tic al disintegra- 
tion (institutional political integration)'). 

Olives's comments on cases 7 and 8 are interesting: 

'In [thesel cases - even if thc success in obtaininS [adequatel 

T. These figures are hased on the tables in the article (pp. 18-27). On p. 13 Oli- 
ves refers to the nscven actions which had an urban cffectu. H e  appears to have 
escluded cases 7 and 8 from rhe nine cases so described in the tables. 
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rehousing may lead one to believe in a greater success of the action, 
we are inciined to believe the contrary to be true, in that either no 
mobiiization of social force took place (No. 8) or clse it was too 
weak (No. 7) to i~npose as a precondition of 'adequate' rchousing, 
that residents shouId remain in their homes.' (Olives, 1972:15-16.) 

For this reason, Olives considers that the only 'solid urban effect' is 
rhe right of residents to rcmain in their homes after attempts at cviction 
'in so far as it is the very evidcnce of an imposition by force, and thus 
of a victory capable of being capitalized on by political struggle' (Olives, 
1972:16). In other words he makes a distinction between 'solid' urban 
effects obtained by force, and those obtained by the immigrant weifare 
association (viz. ndequate rehousing) without mobilization. A distinction 
is made among the ends becausc of the diffcring nieans used. This is re- 
grettable since it ohscures the fact that urhan ef/ects may be obtained by 
institutional ur well as by non-institutional means. Of coursc, there may 
be political reasons for making such a distinction, namely, to deny the 
effectiveness of a type of action (institutional action) which does not 
correspond to the type etegarded as basic, but this seems beside the point. 
(Certainl~, the fact that mobilization was not involved in ubtaining ade- 
quate rehousing in cases i and 8 aifects the potential of this 'effcct' for 
future political action. But at the lcvcl of the urban system there seems 
no justification for a distinction betwecn tyyes of urban effect according 
to the means used.) 

Thus Olives's study demonstrates that urban effects may result (to an 
unknown extent) from both institutional and non-institutional modes of 
action. Admittedl~, the types of affect concerned can, at most, he descri- 
bed as 'reform'. A clifferent conclusion might be reachcd if the stakes 
were more important. 

Bonnier (1972), in a studp of neighbourhwd associations, also indi- 
cates the success of institutional meaus, as opposed to popular mobilia- 
tion. H e  writes thnt: 

aIt can be seen that most of rhe neighbourhwd associations' 
successes were in fact obtaincd by winning the attention of municipal 
leaders, less by any real mobilization of local residents than by se- 
a e t  dealings or personal approaches by neighbourhood leaders to 
municipal figures.* (1972: 32.) 

Bonnier describes these two models as 'new' (mobilization) and 'old' 
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relations). The justification for these descriptions is nat entirely 
clear, but the important point is that they are analyticaiiy distinct m d e s  
of action for an urban social m~vernent .~ 

FinaUy, we wiii refer briefly to three urban social movements in Bri- 
rain in which institutional means played an important part. 

Dennis (1972) describes the efforts by residents in an area designated 
for clearance in Sunderland, to 'participate' in planning the future of the 
erea. A residents' association was constituted, Dennis being the secretary. 
Tbe associi~tion dccided to communicate with the Panning Committre (of 
elected representatives) mthrr than with thc Planning Department (1972: 
chaps. 13-16). This decision rcsulted in one-way communication, since the 
Planning Department rrfused to answer letters unless its competence was 
recognized. This the association refused to do: hence, 'patricipation' ter- 
minnted. This was nat the end of the story for the association then turned 
to local counciiiors and the press (1972:213) and, according to Dennis, 
rhe result was withdtawal of the plans to clear rhe area, and the provi- 
sion of grants for house improvement, mortgages for hor~se purchase, i.c., 
the 'revitalization' of the ares. Unfortunately Dennis faiis into the error 
identified in section 1 of underestimating factors other than the actions 
of the association in producing this urban cffcct. For example the growing 
central government disenchantment with large-scale redevelopment, mentio- 
ned by Ferris may have heen a factor. Thc point about Dennis's study is 
thai in addition to the mobilization of public opinion in general (and not 
merely thai of local residents) which may or may nat be described as insti- 
tutional, hc attributes success to the interveniion of local councillors, who 
clearly represent an institutional means of action. 

A second study, by Davies (1972), in Newcastle, rnay nlso be mentio- 
ned. Like Dennis, Davies acted as secretary of a residents association in 
an area threatened by redevelopment. He writes that the association's 
demands, e.g., for the work to be ~hased  over five years so that existing 
residents could benefit, and for council 'ditect labour' to carry out the 
clearance/redevelopment operation, mere only met when control of the 
local council changed from Labour to Conservative. (Davies, 1972: 170-1.) 
Again it is possible that the change in ccntral government thinking on 
redevelopment played its part. 

This study reinforces our argument in section 2 that local authorit~ 

6.  Tbc term ninstitutional,> is inappropriate to descrihe :he personal relations 
model of political change since it is not in~titutionall~ provirlc~l for. Although it 
uvould result in confusion to introduce it here, Mitchell's distinrtion betwcen ustruc- 
Nraiu and apersonaln levels of analysis is relerant. (1969:9-10.) 
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policy must be regarded as a factor capable of producing change, al l a s t  
in conjunction ni th urban social movements. 

A third study in which institutional means were effective is that by 
Ferris oi rhe Barnsbury Association, mentioned in sectiun 2. The intere- 
sting point for present purposes, is that the local authority was very 
much aware that the Barnsbury Association represented only a minority 
(albeit a highly vocal one) of residents in Barnsbury (let alone of resi- 
dents in Islington as a wholc). Nevertheless due to the favourable 'policy 
environment' at central governmental level, the 'personal approaches' 
(described further in section 4) of the Association's members and the elec- 
tion of three of them t r~  rhe local council, the Association succeeded in 
getting the traffic scheme plan adoptcd. Thus it would appear that insti. 
tutional means (associated with mobilization of a smali minority) were 
successful in Barnsbury. 

In this seclion I hope to have demonstrated that 'mohilization of the 
social base' is only one way in ~vhich urban effects are produced. In two 
of Olives's cases, in most of Bonnier's, and in rhe tbree British studies 
described institutional approaches were also shown to hc cffective. My aim 
is not to deny that mohilization is an important source of social cl~ange, 
indeed I would be, hut simply to argue that both types of action are em- 
piricaily important, and that the neglecr ui either is unjustified. 

(4) Organizutional resources and urbalz effects 

I n  this scction we deveIop the point made briefly in the introduction, 
that studies of urban social movements within the structuralist Marxist 
tradition view organizations as means of linking contradictions rather than 
as being of importance in thcmselves. 

According to Olives (1792) the two primary factors i~liluenciilg the 
success of an urban social movement arc the importance of the stake and 
the degree to which a 'social base' becomes organized into a 'social force'. 
The latter transformation takes place through rhe implantatir~n uf one or 
more organizations. The underlying assulnption bere is clearly that change 
is produced through the mobilizatinn of the social base. In other words, 
the largcr thc stake, and the stronger the social force, the greater the 
degree uf tnoLilization and hence rhe more likcly an urban effect. 

Thus thc rolc of organization in the process of mobilization is im- 
portant within the structuralist approach. Organizations are the means by 
which social forces develop and contradictions are expressed, and linkcd. 

I wish to argue thar hy focussing on organizatiorzal resources me are 
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ahle to see a feature of organizations (additional to their structural role) 
whicb affects the survival and success (i.e, urhan effects) o i  an urban 
social movement. And this i s  trnc, T suggcst, irrespective of whether po- 
litical action is seen as occurring through mohilization, institutional means, 
or personal relations. The discussion will draw largely on studies of vo- 
luntary associations, in the ahsence of relevant daka on urban social mo- 
vements. 

It has heen argued by Ross that 'the dependence of voluntary associa- 
tions on the resources of othcr organizations ... makes co-operation and 
support a vital matter.' (1972:22.) I n  order to achicvc this support vo- 
luntary associations hove two pairs of choices, neither of which is exclu- 
sive. They may be integrated horizontally, i.e., with other social systems 
in rhe community, andfor uertically, i.e., with systems outside thc commu- 
nity. For example, a local branch ol  a national political party is, by defi- 
nition, verticaUy integrated, and may also establish links with, say, an 
anti-apartheid organization in its locality (horizontal integration). Secondly, 
associations may ix integrated with an organiylrtion, e.g., a school or work- 
place, or  with the comnaunity at large. 

The purpose of these distinctions is not merely classificatory. It may 
be hypothesized that associations which are integrated hori~.ontally (and 
not vertically), and with thc commnnit)r rather than with any organization 
within it wiil encounter greater prohlems of survival, and he less likely 
to prodnce urhan effects. Trc underlying assumption here is that integra- 
tion with an organization is likely to provide access to premises, secre- 
tarial facilities, personnel, funds and even members, whereas dependence 
on the community at large means that these resources have to he bargained 
for, and this may be difficult if the association is perceived as 'unhelpful' 
and 'unacceptable'. Similarly vertical integration into a national hierarchy, 
in so far as the lattcr docs not take the form of a federation of semi- 
autonomous affiliated units, hut of a unified organization with lnczl bran- 
ches subject to central decision (as in some trade unions), is likely to 
imply a more constant flow of resources nf various kinds to sustain local 
activity. (This dcpends too on the financial strocture of the orgnnization. 
A common feature is that local branches have to raise funds, in addition 
to forwarding part of mcrnbcrship subscriptions, for thc regiunal and na- 
tional levels of thc organization. On halance local branches may contrihute 
mnre than they receive in terms of services in mhich case vertical integm- 
tion would not be more conducive to survival.) 

A priori i t  seems reasonable to assume that the d-gree of community 
and horizontal integration of urban social movernents ~:c~~.ild be im~ortant  
both to thcir survival and to iheir success. Urlfortunatoly the data which 
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would allow US to apply this type of analysis to urban social movements' 
does not exist, although aii manner of organizations are referred to in the 
empirical studies, ranging from the 'association' o£ friends of a businessman. 
inteliectual (Lentin, 1973:96) to tenants' associations, tradcs unions, immi. 
grant wefare associations and local political organizations (Olives, 1972: 
refers to the 'squatters committee' (of squatters themselves) and the 
difficulties encountered by a militant outside political group in ohtaining 
support for squatters. Similarly, in his discussion of squatting, Cherki 
refers to the 'squatters committee' (of squatters themselves) and the 
'support committee' (1973:72) (oi militants and local residents). Ohviously 
these organizations play crucial roles in the establishment, sustenance and 
success of urball social movements although we cannot yet say precise- 
ly how. 

In addition to the resources a voluntary association derives fi-om 
extcrnal sourccs are its considerable intcrnal rcsources. The foilowing re- 
marks are based on muy current study of a local branch of the United 
Nations Association, whose aim is to promote the work of, and support 
for, the United Nations. Although this is not of course an urban social 
movement the way in wl~ich it secures resources probably holds truc for 
such movcmcnts. 

Every member of the UNA can be seen as embedded in a social 
network. The term social network refers to the unbounded web of rela- 
tionships of ali kinds which is unanchored on any single individual. In 
order to use the term social network in an analytical rather than a meta- 
phoriral sense, we need to consider the neiworks of particular individuals, 
i.c., 'personal networks'. (Mitchell, 1969:13.) The mcmbcrs o£ a given 
person's personal network wiil be know in a variety of institutional con- 
rexts: work, church, pulitical party, etc. Some will he known in only one 
context in which case the relation is 'uniplex' or singlc-stranded, while 
others will be lcnown in several, in which case the relation is 'multiplex'. 

Every relalionship in a UNA member's personal network, whether 
uniplex or multiplex is a potencial rcsource for use within UNA. I n  par- 
ticular I have bccn ablc to show that committee tnembers use relationships 
initiated in a wide variety of contexts (work, church, association, etc.) to 
secure persous as speakers and chairmen for the branch's meetings. Their 
ability to do this is a function of the sizc of their personal networks, 
which in turn partly depends on the length o£ the time they have been 
resident in tlle arca. Since meetings are ihe branch's main activity it can 

7. The study hy Curtis and Zurcher (1973) oi anri-purnugraphy movements is 
suggestive of the type ol data required. 
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be said that the 'social capital' represented hy these personal networks is 
crucial to the association's ahility to survive and succeed in its present 
form. (Conversely, an organization whosc rnernbers lackcd extcrrsive per- 
sonal networks could be expected to encounter difficulties in obtaining 
resources.) 

Similary, the fact that committee members each hold positioi~s in se- 
veral iizstituiional structures (i.e. have 'cumulatcd positions' due to thc 
overlapping membership of these structures) gives rise to further potential 
resourcrs. Thr branch has succeeded in obtaining duplicatirrg facilities, no- 
ticeboard space, premises, and has circulated information in many contcxts 
through the cumulated positions of committee memhers. Indeed the 
hranch's connexions with one local church, (initially limited, hut now 
extensive due to the recruitment of church membcrs into thc UNA), arc 
so great, and the flow of resources so large that one could aimost say 
that the hranch was ( infor~nai l~)  ir~tc~rateil  with the church, to use Ross's 
phrase. 

T e  way in which committee members use network conracts and cu- 
mulated positions which pre-exist their membership of UNA in order to 
pursue the ends of the association can be seen as a sort of 'social bricolage', 
to adapt Lévi-Strauss's use of the term. I n  other words, the network 
contacts anrl cum~rlated positions of mernbers nin be seen as a stock of 
social tools, auaiiable to the association, which 'rcprcsent a set of actual 
and possible relations' (Lévi-Strauss, 1966:18). 

The underlying social process may be social exchange, i.e., 'actions that 
arc contingent on rewarding reactions from others and thnt cease when 
these expected reactions are not fortl~comin~' (Blau, 1964:6). In  other 
words, for example, the persons a member knows at vork  3re willing to 
provide scrviccs to him in a diffcrcnt context (the association) in expecta- 
tion of future services which may he returned either in rhe wurk placc 
or in some new context which only they belong to. In  this uray existing 
relntionships can be 'extended'. 

Alternatively, the social process may rtot involve social exchange but 
simply acccss to knowledge and even services which are 'free' and do not 
have to he repaid. Thc cxistcnce of 'free' services seems to be often 
neglected. I n  my current study, the local libraries and local prcss provide 
free services to the association, viz., publicity for the branch mcetings. 
The cxistcncc of such 'free resources' in un area obviously eases the prohlem 
of survival and facilitates success for those associatiorls which know of 
their exislence, and are allowed accrss to them. (Access was found to he 
restrictcd to 'acceptable' associations whose encouragement is consistent 
with library or newspaper policy.) 
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I t  might be objectcd that reliance on personal networks and cumulated 
positions is a response dictated by the branch's lack of money. On the 
one hand, one couid answer rhat since this is the condition of many 
voluntary associations so such reliance will be extensive elsewhere. But, in 
my view, reliance on this typc of resource is not due to lirnited funds, but 
is likely to be a feature of all organizations since the occupation of positions 
in severa1 structures and the possession of personal networks is quite ge. 
neral (though variable in degree). For this reason, 1 would not agree with 
Bonnier thai the use of personal relations in political action is in any 
way an 'old' pattern. 

In order to iUustrate the importance of the resources available to 
voluntary associations and urban social movements through the cumnlated 
positions and personal networks of their members we will refer briefly 
again to Ferris's study of Barnsbury. (Ferris, 1972.) Firstly, thc Barnsbury 
Association included professional planners and architects who used their 
professional skills and knowledge in drawing up the traffic scheme. (For 
example, 'they formulated their objectives in such a way as to make them 
acceptable to the Miiistry of Housing and Local Government'. (Ferris, 
1972: 351, and took advantage of their knowledge of the favourable 
climate for traffic schemes.) The (Labour) local councillors suspected that 
they were using 'information gaincd in their professional capacities within 
local authorities and had also exploited professional contacts in the Mi- 
nistry of Housing and elsewhere' (1972:64). Secondly, Barnshury Associa- 
tion members were elected to the local council in 1968 as 'independents'. 
They used their positions as counciiiors, assisted by the favourable attitude 
of thc new Conservative majority, ro advance the ends of the Association. 
One final example of organizational resources describes by Ferris refers 
to the rival Barnsbury Action Gtoup whose Secretary was xa publishing 
executive who was able to contribute from his business office facilities such 
as typing and filing. He was also ahle to use his knowlcdge of the media 
to get press statements publishedn (1972:56). Thus we see how knowlcdge 
and semiccs derived from cumulated positions and personal networks are 
important resources for urban social movements. 

So far we have been discl~ssing what Ross caus the 'association pro- 
blem', namely, the problems encountered and reso~lrces usell by ur~ani- 
zations in their efforts to rench goals. To conclude, we shail refer briefly 
to what he caus the 'uoluntavism probkm', i.e., how members nre recruited 
and kept. (Thc term 'voluntarism' would perhaps be better repleced hy 
the term 'volunteer' since it is the nnpaid nsture of parlicipation in volun- 
tary associations and noi any idea that participation in voluntary associa- 
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tions and not any idea that participation is uncaused, that is important. 
See Palisi (1968), Ross (1972:27-8), Pickvance (1974).) 

One of rhe most fruitful ways of tackling the 'voluntarism problem' 
would appear to be via the social exchange approach, in so far as potential 
members of a social movement balance the rewards of participdtion against 
the costs incurred. So far, to my knowledge, only one writer has attempted 
to apply the social exchange model in this field. This is tlie study by 
Weissman (1970) of a community council in an American city which 
seems to have been relatively successful in ohtaining better 'urban' faci- 
lities for the area, at least in its earlier phase. 

Weissman (1970:20-21) distinguishes four typcs o i  rewards available to 
individuals who participate in rhe council: 

- emotional rewards: friendship, praise, self-esteem, 
- service rewnrds: engcndered by services thc council produces, e.g., a 

new school, 
- ideological rewards; those that satisfy ideological commitments such as 

'being a goud American', 
- negotiable rewards: those which have a negotiablc value in structures 

other than the council, e.g., getting oneself in the public eye. 

(A similar analysis is applied to the council's success in recruiting different 
ethnic groups in thc community. This fills out the nutiun of integration 
with the community, discussed earlier. The council uras in fact integratcd 
horirontaliy and vertically, with organizations and the community at large.) 

The category 'negotiable rewards' relates to our ear1it.r emphasis on 
cumulated positions. Whereas previously we showed that personal networks 
and cumulated positions could be used to 'import' resources into an 
association, by the 'extension' of social relationships, the idea of 'nego- 
tiable rewards' indicatcs how participation in an association can tesult in 
resourccs which can be 'exported' to the person's positions and relations in 
other structures. 'Negotiable rewards' may be difficult to assess sincc people 
are reluctant to admit to them (Weissmann, 1970:98). In  the UNA hranch 
they certainly exist: for examplc, the political candidate or insurance hroker 
who make known these identities in the course of a talk. 

Weissman (1970: chap. 8) argues thai the absence of working-class 
participants i11 the council \vas due to the need for social skills, free time, 
money, and willingness to engage in slow formal procedures which imposed 
higher costs on thcm. Conversely the council's sports commitree, wbere 
verbal skills and formal procedures nrere nat necessarv, was largcly nrorking- 
class in composition. The absence of Italians from the council is evplained 
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in tcrms of its connexion a i th  a Protestant settlement and cletgy: only 
through the sports committee did rhe Italians participate, and this was 
because oi the (negotiable) rewards the basehail league furnished them 
in their positions as churchgocrs at the various Catholic churches whose 
teams made up the league. 

This study indicates thc potcntial of a social exchange approlich to the 
'voluntarism problem'. However it depends on the researchworker being 
able to establish empirically which types of reward, and what costs are asso- 
dated with participation. If the exchange model is to be preserved from 
tautology, it is not sufficicnt simply to infer the existence of costs and 
rewards to cxplain participation. 

I n  this section we have argued that organization plays a greater role 
in social movements than simply permitting the linking of contradictions. 
It is suggested that the survival and success of such movements depends 
on the resources they are able to obtain, íree or through social exchange, 
from organizations in the community, from highcr levcls af hierarchies, and 
ftorn the personal nctworks and cumulated positions of their members. This 
is true irrespective of whether the underlying theory of politicnl action 
stresses mohilization of the hase, institutional meams, or personal relations, 
though in rhe lattet case it is morc patent. 
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